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Driving sustainability in CPG
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D R I V I N G S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y I N C P G

COVID-19 will accelerate
the shift in consumer
consumption towards more
ethical and sustainable
products

67%

Source: EverGreen Packaging

•
•
•
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Proactively anticipate shifts in consumer
needs and preferences
Lead the change and comply with
increasing legislative pressures
Reduce contribution to social and
environmental issues, ensuring business
continuity and resilience
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Top three barriers for customers to
adopt a more sustainable lifestyle:
1. It’s too expensive (49%)
2. There’s not enough government support (48%)
3. There’s not enough business support (31%)
Source: IPBES

64%
Why does it matter?
A truly sustainable strategy must be
implemented to:

of consumers say they are
now more aware of how
their actions and the
actions of others impact
the environment

of Millennials will pay more
for eco-friendly products
vs. 38% of Boomers

Source: EverGreen Packaging

Sustainable products grew 5.6x faster
than products not marketed as
sustainable, and accounted for 50% of
CPG market growth from 2013 to 2018
Source: Center for Sustainable Business

“Consumers are beginning to vote

“[Companies risk] irrecoverable

with their wallet, choosing more

self-inflicted wounds if they

sustainable options. Brands have an

abandon sustainability in the face

opportunity (and need) to take action.“

of COVID-19 crisis management.“

Source: Visa

Source: BCG

Increasing awareness manifests in
purchase decisions

Helping consumers make better
decisions leads to loyalty

More awareness of climate change and the effect of
pollution on the environment leads to more
adoption of sustainable products

Consumers expect companies, big and small, to
help them to live in a more sustainable way
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Incentivize consumers to recycle
A
B

C

D

Redesign your packaging with

Use QR codes to connect

Enable recycling at home vs.

Install an ecosystem of smart

Use consumption data to

fewer materials and prioritize

consumers to producers so that

conventional centralized

bins that track consumers’

suggest sustainability goals and

recycling information on the

they have visibility and contribute

recycling using the gig economy

recycling behaviors and unlock

how to reach them, from

label to help consumers

directly to sustainability efforts

to increase collection and

special features like rewards,

promoting local initiatives to

understand how to recycle

on their farms.

provide portable, modular

challenges, and so forth.

providing recommendations on

correctly.

recycling machines.

Closed Loops launched a
disposable cup redesign
challenge and piloted the
winning solutions
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IBM uses QR codes and
blockchain to connect
consumers with coffee
farmers and tip them

Precious Plastic offers
open-source recycling
machines, product layouts,
and a marketplace to sell
them

more sustainable practices.

H&M’s tech-enabled
recycling bins allow
consumers to donate
unwanted clothes and
receive discounts

Mastercard lets users track
and limit their CO2
footprint, blocking payments
when they exceed the quota
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Bring your own packaging (BYOP)
Refill station

Audit your current portfolio for

Make reusable packaging high

Expand the dispensary network

Make reusables the default

Enable location tracking

products that can be delivered

quality, functional, beautiful,

to smaller retailers and

option. Apply exclusive bene ts

through the app and third

and consumed in reusable

and customizable to maximize

locations that best suit the

like discounts, priority lines, and

parties, and consider adopting

packaging and those that will

adoption. Consider new models

consumer (e.g. gyms, hotels,

30-minute delivery, and consider

interactive technologies (QR

require a redesign.

like BYOP, rentals, deposit return

stadiums, etc.). Consider linking

re lling-as-a-service including

code, NFC, RFID, etc.) to

schemes, and so forth.

them to retailer loyalty plans.

pickup, washing, dispensing, and

streamline payments and re lls.

delivery.
Unilever is offering many of
its products (Nestlé, Purina,
Dove, Axe, etc.) through
dispensers and BYOP

fi
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Pret launched a reusable
bottle in partnership with
Chilly's Bottles (best-selling
reusable bottle brand)

CupClub offers reusable
cups-as-a-service and uses
rewards and RFID chips to
track and control returns

Deliveroo has reduced
usage of disposable
utensils by 50%, requiring
consumers to opt in when
checking out on the app

Muuse allows users to
borrow a takeaway reusable
cup by scanning the cup’s
QR code

D R I V I N G S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y I N C P G

Cut down to the essentials

Apply IoT, Big Data, and AI to

Deconstruct products and allow

Leverage modular design, high

Provide a space for customers to

Create new touchpoints within

improve demand forecasting

consumers to build them at

quality materials, and repair

rent, donate, or repurpose

the consumer experience to

and optimize inventory and

home, reducing your

services in multiple locations to

products in your omnichannel

close the loop by collecting and

distribution to prevent waste.

manufacturing and distribution

increase access to spare parts

experience, reducing the need to

disposing of products at the end

footprint. Also, minimize your

and services that extend the life

buy new items or throw away

of their useful lifecycle.

portfolio release frequency.

of existing products.

reusable ones.

Kroger automates its instore ordering system to
reduce over-ordering of
highly perishable items
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Blueland offers cleaning
products in dry pills for the
customer to dissolve in
water at home

57 St. Design creates highend modular furniture with
the promise to fix or buy it
back at any time

Patagonia offers services for
washing, fixing, and
reselling used gear through
its marketplace

Best Buy’s trade-in
estimator for used
electronics provides gift
cards of equal value

D R I V I N G S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y I N C P G

CPG sustainable lifecycle

Sourcing

Manufacturing

Distribution

Retail

Consumption

RRR

Recovery

Ecosystem value analysis

Packaging redesign

Measure the full impact

Multimodal reusable

Educate & inform

Reduce

Full accountability

Audit the dynamism and

Reduce the quantity and variety

Conduct a holistic assessment

Encourage BYOP, rentals

Set the sustainable option as

Educate and enable consumers

Close the loop by collecting

economic value of the

of materials used in packaging

of your CO2 footprint and how

through POS, return schemes,

the default one and include

to reduce their consumption

your products and conducting

to reduce it

etc.

easy choice comparison during

while maintaining the value

responsible, transparent waste

collective ecosystem

key decision moments

Replenish the ecosystem

Product deconstruction

Optimize routes & eet

Re ll-as-a-service

Reward & engage

Reuse

Beyond your business

Apply permaculture principles,

Deliver the essentials using

Apply AI and big data to

Include ordering, packaging

Provide cash returns, discounts,

Offer a platform to share, rent,

Get involved in the community

go carbon positive, clean up

modular principles and high

dynamic route planning and

pickup, washing, product

gift cards, points, VIP benefits,

donate, or repurpose products

to be part of the solution,

oceans, reforest, rewild, etc.

quality materials

make your fleet electric

dispensing, and delivery

and so forth

Tracking & transparency

Diversify production

Dispensary network

Recycling

Use QR codes and blockchain

Develop smaller cells in

Expand to other locations such

Institute a decentralized

to connect consumers with

different locations to become

as convenience stores, gyms,

portable and modular recycling

producers directly

more resilient

hotels, stadiums, etc.

infrastructure
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management

rather than the problem

Methodology to
accelerate impact
“The role of propelland is to help accelerate immediate impact by
bringing to life solutions that add value in people's lives. We are
hacking ways to recover better and faster.”
Hugo Giralt, Founding Partner and CEO, propelland
7
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HOW WE CAN HELP

Accelerating Transformation for Immediate Results
Day 1

Day 2-3

Day 4-5

Week 2

Week 3-X

Analysis of the current business
and market context.

Brainstorming sessions to rede ne
value propositions and pipeline.

De ne MVP features/functionalities
and success metrics.

Analysis of the current value
proposition, and planned pipeline.

Create solution canvases to de ne
ROI potential, and key
assumptions.

Design mockups/prototypes to
test MVP hypotheses and
assumptions.

Run limited pilot to gather data to
measure success: customer value,
ROI potential.

De ne scaling plan identifying
technology, operational, and
human resource needs.
Build and implement in design,
engineering and strategy sprints.

Prioritize solutions to pick the top
1-2 to prototype.

De ne plan to generate demand
during pilot.

Iterate prototype features to make
rapid adjustments in value
proposition.

Current business model canvas

Pipeline reprioritization

Pilot results and learnings

Market scaling

Customer journey map

Redefined value propositions

Physical/digital MVP
prototypes

Challenges + opportunities map

Solution canvases for ROI

Redefining Value
Prop + Pipeline

Defining the
Challenge

Map customer journey and identify
pain points.

Prototype Strongest
Value Propositions

Market Pilot to
Gather Data

Optimize, Scale for
Full Launch

DELIVERABLES
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Pilot testing plan

HOW WE CAN HELP

Relevant Propelland Experience

LEADING FAST FOOD COMPANY
De ned a roadmap of solutions to make the
drinking experience at restaurants more
sustainable by transitioning from a single-use
cup model into a reusable cup model.

CONVERSE SUSTAINABILITY
Work with Converse to explore products and
experiences that incorporate practices to
reduce their impact on the environment

POWERADE COMMAND CENTER
Created a system for athletes to access
reusable bottles with personalized beverages
based on a hydration needs assessment.

ENDESA
Envisioned a new intelligent home system,
based on self-generated energy, helping
users maximise comfort as they optimize the
use of energy at home.

NATURGY
Helped a leading utility company design and
pilot a user-centric electric vehicle recharging
service for the 65.5% of Spanish communities
living in apartments.
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SMARTWATER PACKAGELESS
Designed, prototyped and piloted a
sustainable hydration ecosystem to eliminate
single use plastic packaging and signi cantly
reduce CO2 emissions.

propelland is a global strategy, design, and engineering
firm helping companies transform and grow.
we bring to life products, services, and ideas that
add value to people’s lives.
www.propelland.com

San Francisco

Madrid

Bogotá

610 22nd St #316
San Francisco, California 94107, USA
helloSF@propelland.com

Glorieta de Quevedo, 5D
28015 Madrid
helloMAD@propelland.com

Calle 81 #11-08
Bogotá 110221, Colombia
helloCO@propelland.com

Mexico city

Monterrey

Shanghai

Volcán 150, # 202, Lomas de Chapultepec,
Mexico City 11000, Mexico
helloMX@propelland.com

Boulevard Díaz Ordaz 333
San Pedro Garza García, Nuevo León

135 Yanping Rd.
Jing’an, Shanghai, P.R. China

helloMX@propelland.com

helloCH@propelland.com
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